
  

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

Powerful Grease Degrading Enzymes  

Grease Eater Liquid 
 HYDRA  

HYDRA® 



 Hydra Grease-Eater Enzyme Liquid is special 
formulation for cleaning kitchen grease trapped 
in oil interceptors and drains.  

 Prevents choking of kitchen drains due to 
solidification of FOGs within the kitchen drains 
or grease traps.  

 Use regularly to avoid unpleasant odours from 
rotting organic deposits. Hydra Grease-Eater 
liquid not only emulsifies fat deposits but also 
prevents it from re solidifying, thus maintaining 
free flow of waste water from the kitchen sinks 
to the drains.  

 Environment friendly formula contains 
favourable microbes and active enzymes that 
work in conjunction to melt away fats and oils 
right away. 

Hydra Grease-Eater contains specific enzymes for 

cleaning drains adjoining kitchen or grease traps. 

The effective liquid cleaner is easy to use and may 

be directly poured into the desired area as per the 

given dosage rates in the chart or used in Hydra 

Grease Eater Dosing System.  

Dosing levels of the pump may be adjusted as the 

requirement; indicative dosage is given the chart.  

 Insects and rodents do not raid your kitchen 
anymore as grease traps and kitchen drains are 
clear with no food deposits to attract them. 
Maintain truly hygienic kitchen with Grease 
Eater Enzyme Liquid. 

 No sudden overflowing sinks and drains. Hydra 
Grease-Eater Enzyme Liquid acts upon all 
incoming oil, fat and grease instantly.  

 The select bacteria sticks and colonises the food 
source (inside the oil trap and kitchen drain) 
and continues to act until the food (oil/grease/
fats) is completely digested.  

 Economically priced to give you the best value 

for your money. Cuts down the cost of 

maintaining grease traps by reducing the need 

of emptying fat trap by external agencies.  

The product is safe to use in domestic as well as 

commercial kitchens as it is completely non-toxic, 

non-flammable, non-corrosive and bio-degradable.  

It’s combined action of bacteria and enzymes 

ensures immediate action upon FOG accumulations. 

It’s enzymes do not allow solidification of grease and 

oils and bacteria adhere to the food source and 

continue to break it down until it is fully decomposed. 

   Features & Advantages 

   Description 



Regularly use Hydra Grease Eater, fat trap cleaner 

enzyme enhanced liquid and forget all about 

overflowing sinks and choked kitchen drains.  

Cockroaches, insects and rodents do not crawl up 

from the drains to contaminate your kitchen while you 

are asleep.  

The best cleaning product for kitchen grease Hydra 

Grease-Eater Enzyme liquid is available in various 

pack sizes to suit the needs of domestic a well as 

commercial kitchens.  

The product constituents are carefully chosen to 

provide targeted action against FOG accumulations 

inside grease separators, grease traps kitchen drains, 

sewage treatment plants, pumping stations, septic 

tanks. 

Hydra grease trap drain cleaner has won many loyal 

customers across industries due to its powerful and 

effective action.  

These customers own various facilities including food 

plazas, food complexes, bakeries, fast food 

establishments, departmental stores, resorts, 

airports, spa, club houses, hotels, and hospitals.  

Many customers use the product for cleaning and 

maintaining commercial or domestic cesspits/septic 

tanks.  

Full instructions available on the product label  

 

   How To Use 



Laboratory Facilities 

Hydra International Ltd.'s Research & Development Laboratories are a hub of activity where new products are       

developed and formulated. We have working relationships with our raw material suppliers, many of these suppliers 

are major world-wide chemical manufacturers with their own development laboratories.  

As a company we are well known in the chemical industry for being receptive to cutting edge new chemicals which 

can be incorporated into our products to achieve performance advantages. An important part of the International 

Standards that we hold is that of constant improvement. We show that we have achieved this at every independent 

audit. 
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